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Description

BACKGROUND

[B0001] Burners are devices that burn fuel to generate heat in industrial settings, such as those used for generation of electricity, smelting of metals and other materials, and used for processing of chemicals and other substances. Due to incomplete combustion in previously designed burners, newer examples use generators inside the burner to create a vortex (i.e., rotating mixture of air and fuel) in order to supply more oxidants for the combustion process. While this accomplishes the goal of increased air-fuel mixture, an igniter is required for sustaining the combustion and this still may not accomplish complete in burning all of the fuel. Solutions that employ guide pieces and flow spaces (i.e., reactors) can also be used, but suffer from residue and cleaning difficulties, particularly when used with lower-quality fuels. Likewise, reactor solutions that employ a premix burner and a flame tube allow for staged combustion in individual mixers. However, these solutions also require high-quality, clean-burning fuels and suffer from maintenance issues resulting from residues.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[B0002] A triple vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor of the invention is specified in appended claim 1. A method of operating such a burner is defined in appended claim 6. The dependent claims describe further embodiments of the invention.

[B0003] The triple vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor includes a primary combustion chamber, an intake, a reduction nozzle, injectors, and a secondary combustion chamber. The primary combustion chamber has a conical interior a cylindrical exterior and a first set of directing blades. The intake is connected to a first

[B0004] A first end of the reduction nozzle is connected to a second end of the conical interior of the primary combustion chamber and a second end of the reduction nozzle is connected to the secondary combustion chamber. The injectors are mounted perpendicularly to the reduction nozzle and configured to inject a second fuel into the primary combustion chamber. The second fuel is a liquid fuel, such as waste oil, alcohol (with up to 50% water added), Glycerin, soy oil, industrial fuel oil (IFO), or combinations thereof.

[B0005] The primary combustion chamber is configured to enable two vortices of a first fuel entering and exiting the primary combustion chamber to form naturally, and the first set of directing blades is configured to create a third vortex sustaining rotation of the first fuel to the exterior of the burner-reactor. The primary combustion chamber may have an insulating material in a space between the cylindrical exterior and the conical interior. The secondary combustion chamber is cylindrical and comprises a second set of directing blades configured to direct air into the secondary combustion chamber.

[B0006] The triple vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor further includes an intake manifold connected to the intake portion. The intake manifold includes a vacuum chamber, a compressed air nozzle extending into the intake manifold, and an ejector outlet providing an outlet in some embodiments. According to some embodiments, the compressed air nozzle is configured to inject compressed air into the primary combustion chamber at the core of a flame. Gaseous fuel is supplied to the primary combustion chamber by way of the intake manifold. The gaseous fuel is natural gas, a water byproduct of water electrolysis (HHO), or combinations thereof. In some embodiments, the injectors are configured to inject fuel into the primary combustion chamber counter to the rotation of the vortices of fuel and/or are configured 30° to an axis of the chamber.

[B0007] According to the invention, a method of efficiently burning mixed fuels in a triple-vortex vacuum burner-reactor includes creating vacuum conditions in a conical primary combustion chamber by ejecting air through an intake manifold connected to the conical primary combustion chamber. The method continues by introducing fuels into the conical primary combustion chamber through the intake manifold, such that two vortices of a first set of fuels and outlet gases are formed. The method also includes passing the first set of fuels over a first set of directing blades in the conical primary combustion chamber to form a third vortex, the three vortices sustaining rotation through the conical combustion chamber and a secondary combustion chamber to the exterior of the burner-reactor. The method continues by injecting a second set of fuels into the conical primary combustion chamber in a direction opposite to a direction of rotation of the first set of fuels. In certain embodiments, the first set of fuels is gaseous fuels and the second set of fuels is liquid fuels.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[B0008] The following drawings depict an exemplary embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a triple-vortex mixed fuel vacuum burner-reactor according to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional diagram of a primary combustion chamber according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a rear view of the primary combustion chamber of FIG. 2; FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a reduction nozzle connecting the primary combustion chamber and a secondary combustion chamber according to the present invention; FIG. 5A is a front view of the secondary combustion chamber according to the present invention; FIG. 5B is a perspective view of the secondary combustion chamber according to the present invention; FIG. 6C is a rear view of the secondary combustion chamber according to the present invention; and FIG. 6 is a simplified diagram of an intake manifold according to the present invention; and FIG. 7 is a flowchart describing a method of efficiently burning mixed fuels in a triple-vortex vacuum burner-reactor in accordance with the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The presently depicted and disclosed burner-reactor will be described with respect to an exemplary embodiment. Where possible, like elements will be numbered in a like fashion for clarity. Illustrative alternatives will be given where applicable, but other equivalents may be readily apparent and are contemplated where appropriate, within the scope of the appended claims.

[0010] FIG. 1 depicts a cross-section of a triple-vortex mixed fuel vacuum burner-reactor 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Burner-reactor 100 includes a primary combustion chamber 110 connected to a reduction nozzle 120, which is in turn connected to a secondary combustion chamber 130. Burner-reactor 100 further includes injectors 140 placed perpendicularly on reduction nozzle 120. Primary combustion chamber 110 is also connected to an intake manifold 150 opposite the reduction nozzle 120. Each of the elements above will be described in more detail below, but from a high-level perspective, gases and compressed air are introduced into the primary combustion chamber 110 from intake manifold 150 to begin a combustion process in vacuum conditions. Injectors 140 inject additional fuel to mix with the previously supplied fuels to create a fuel mixture. The fuel mixture, throughout its transit to the exterior of secondary combustion chamber 130, continues to rotate and moves slowly, causing more complete and cleaner combustion regardless of the quality of fuels utilized. In different embodiments, burner-reactor 100 can be connected to a furnace with a flange (not shown) before or after injectors 140.

[0011] Primary combustion chamber 110 has a cylindrical exterior with a conical interior as will be described with reference to FIG. 2 below. The conical interior connects at its smaller end to intake manifold 150 and at its larger end to reduction nozzle 120. Fuels and compressed air are introduced into primary combustion chamber 110 from intake manifold 150, causing combustion in the primary combustion chamber 110 (i.e., as a burner). According to embodiments of the present disclosure, any type of combustible gas can be utilized. For example, natural gas could be used, as could HHO, the byproduct of water electrolysis.

[0012] At least in part because intake manifold 150 and primary combustion chamber 110 are configured to operate at vacuum conditions, high temperatures and easy, immediate thermal cracking can be achieved. Because of the vacuum conditions, the gases are drawn into the combustion chamber rather than being pushed into the chamber. This allows the burning of gases that can become explosive while being compressed (such as HHO) and more efficient oxidation of heavier fuels. The vacuum conditions also enable specific thermal objectives, such as utilization of the primary combustion chamber and faster start-up of the burner-reactor than if vacuum conditions are not utilized.

[0013] During this stage of the combustion process, the fuels supplied into primary combustion chamber 110 from intake manifold 150 create two vortices of inlet and outlet gases naturally from the vacuum conditions. These naturally occurring vortices come about when the vacuum conditions cause the gas entering and exiting the chamber to rotate due to the pressure differences, similar to water entering or leaving in rapid fashion in fluid dynamics or as does air behind the wing of an aircraft.

[0014] While not necessary once operating, the primary combustion chamber is preheated using a small amount of fuel, such as HHO and natural gas. For example, 3 m³/hr of HHO and 16 m³/hr of natural gas can be used to preheat the chamber to approximately 2200 degrees for 20 minutes prior to introducing a second fuel into the system as described below. Once burner-reactor 100 has been preheated, the HHO can be removed without affecting performance. The HHO provides oxygen and a hydrogen laminar flow speed to the flame seven times faster than methane, thus allowing better cracking and combustion, and once again lowering the emissions.

[0015] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional diagram of a primary combustion chamber 110 according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Primary combustion chamber 110 has a cylindrical exterior 210 and a conical interior 220. Insulating material 230 is included between exterior 210 and interior 220. Also, primary combustion chamber 110 has a first set of directing blades 240 within conical interior 220. Directing blades 240 are configured to create a third vortex in primary combustion chamber 110 by which the two vortices of rotating fuels are surrounded, creating a third vortex. This third vortex slows the transit of the fuel through the burner-reactor, resulting in complete and clean combustion without regard to fuel quality.

[0016] Conical interior 220 has a first end 222 and a second end 224. First end 222 is the smaller end of the cone-
shaped interior, and provides the entry point for the fuel gases and compressed air which enter from intake manifold 150. Primary combustion chamber 110 can include a threaded connection 226 at first end 222 for use with a counterpart connection of intake manifold 150 in order to introduce the fuels into the combustion chambers of the burner-reactor.

Intake manifold 150 and primary combustion chamber 110 should be connected in such a way that the associated vacuum chamber connected to the primary combustion chamber can create vacuum conditions for the gases to be sucked into primary combustion chamber 110. Compressed air is also fed into the core of the flame in primary combustion chamber 110, rather than sprayed and ignited as in many conventional burners. In some embodiments, primary combustion chamber 110 is made of a material such as insulating stainless steel, so as to eliminate adherence of combustion residues. The lack of obstructions as soon as with typical reactor solutions also upgrades maintenance and reliability.

FIG. 3 is a rear view of the primary combustion chamber 110 of FIG. 2, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Shown in this view are the cylindrical exterior 210, the conical interior 220 along a portion of the cone (shown as a dashed circle concentric to exterior 210), and a first set of directing blades 240. Directing blades 240 cause the fuels which are entering the primary combustion chamber from behind the blades, by way of intake manifold 150, to rotate in the third vortex. In this figure, the fuel would be both rotating in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction, and it would be transiting the system such that it would be pushed out of the diagram toward the viewer.

Injectors 140 on reduction nozzle 120 supply additional fuels to the already rotating fuels introduced on the opposite end of primary combustion chamber 110. The fuels injected by injectors 140 are supplied in a direction opposite the flow of the previously introduced fuels (i.e., the gaseous fuels supplied from the intake manifold 150). These fuels are fluids, and can be any quality of fuel available. For example, experimental data is given below showing the operation of the described embodiments on soy oil, waste oil, Glycerin, refined high quality hydrocarbon fuels, as well as various mixtures of these fluids. Other liquid fuels include alcohol, which needs not be free of water. For example, alcohol with as much as 50% water included has been utilized with the described embodiments.

FIG. 4 is a perspective diagram of a reduction nozzle 120 according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Reduction nozzle 120 has a frustoconical first portion 410 with a larger diameter in order to connect to the primary combustion chamber 110. Reduction nozzle 120 has a cylindrical second portion 420 that extends from a smaller diameter of the frustoconical first portion 410 into secondary combustion chamber 130.

First portion 410 has injectors 140 mounted thereon which allow for the injection of the second set of fuels, i.e., the liquid fuels, into the primary chamber 110. Injectors 140 are mounted perpendicularly to the first portion 410. Where each portion has an approximately 60° angle to horizontal on which the injectors are mounted, the injectors would be mounted to enter the primary chamber at an approximate 30° angle when viewed relative to a horizontal plane and in the opposite direction to the flow of the rotating gaseous fuels. Blades (shown but not numbered) are welded to the cylindrical second portion 420 of the reduction nozzle 120 at 45 degrees to the longitudinal axis. These blades will be described in greater detail below.

Because of the high temperatures and pressures generated by the described embodiments, injectors 140 are cooled. Injectors 140 may be cooled by cooling nozzles (not shown or numbered). Cooling nozzles may be part of an open circuit utilizing reduced compressed air or gas. For example, approximately 0.5 Kg/cm² of compressed air or gas is used in an open circuit that drains inside the apparatus. A closed oil and pump system may be used. With such a closed system, the oil and pump simultaneously heats the service tank through a heat exchanger.

FIG. 5A is a front view of a secondary combustion chamber 130 according to embodiments of the present disclosure. FIGS. 5B and 5C are perspective and rear views of the secondary combustion chamber 130 according to embodiments of the present disclosure. The cylindrical secondary combustion chamber 130 has an outer diameter 510 and an inner diameter 520 in which the second portion 420 of reduction nozzle 120 inserts. Between the two diameters are blades 530, which serve as an air inlet for the secondary combustion chamber 130. Thus, additional air in excess of the gaseous fuels and the compressed air fed to the core of the flame are available for more complete oxidation of the gaseous-liquid fuel mixture. The gas-liquid mixture continues to rotate as it is pushed toward the exterior of the secondary combustion chamber 130, allowing for complete combustion. Because of this enhanced process, without the use of guide pieces, flow spaces, or flame tubes as found in conventional solutions, fewer residues are created and/or build up. Again, this allows for cleaner emissions by the system regardless of the fuel quality utilized.

FIG. 6 is a simplified diagram of an intake manifold 150 according to embodiments of the present invention, and regulating valves. Intake manifold 150 includes a threaded connection 610 for connection with the threaded connection 226 of primary combustion chamber 110. Intake manifold 150 includes a vacuum chamber in the form of a housing 620. Housing 620 also has a compressed air nozzle inlet 630, through which compressed air is supplied by way of a compressed air nozzle 640. Unlike other systems which surround sprayed fuel mixtures with air, resulting in incomplete combustion, the presently disclosed system operates on an opposite principle of providing compressed air (approximately 10 bars or more) at the core of the flame through nozzle 640.

Regulating valves 650 provide controls for the air and gas flow into and out of the intake manifold 150. Because
of the vacuum conditions, any type of combustible gas can be drawn into the combustion chambers and used in burner-reactor 100. Because of the triple vortex design, the gas mixture is more consistent regardless of the gas used, including heavier fuels, while the gas is recycled more efficiently within the combustion chambers.

[0026] As a result, previously undesirable gas fuels such as HHO can be utilized in combination with any liquid fuel, such as waste oil, Glycolin, and other fuels. This also allows for the mixture of higher-quality fuels with undesirable fuels, to reduce the amount of high-quality fuel used. Due to its capacity to burn any combination of combustible gases and liquids at the same time, its high working temperature, the injected compressed air, the vacuum and the delay in the transition of the flame through the combustion chambers due to its rotation, the described embodiments reduce the emissions and the price per KW of thermal power delivered compared with conventional energy converters. Use of the claimed embodiments also allow the proper disposal of waste oil from internal combustion engines, while residues metals contained in the diesel oil condense to liquid and eventually to solid in the bottom of the second chamber.

[0027] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a method 700 of efficiently burning mixed fuels in the triple-vortex vacuum burner-reactor. The method begins by creating vacuum conditions in a conical primary combustion chamber by ejecting air through an intake manifold connected to the conical primary combustion chamber at a step 710. At a step 720, a first set of fuels is introduced into (i.e., sucked into) the conical primary combustion chamber through the intake manifold, such that two vortices of a first set of fuels and outlet gases are formed. The first set of fuels is passed over a first set of directing blades in the conical primary combustion chamber to form a third vortex at a step 730. The three vortices sustain rotation through the conical combustion chamber and a secondary combustion chamber to the exterior of the burner-reactor. At a step 740, a second set of fuels is injected into the conical primary combustion chamber in a direction opposite to a direction of rotation of the first set of fuels, allowing for oxidation of a fuel mixture.

[0028] Through the formation of the three vortices, rotation of the fuels can be maintained throughout the combustion chambers and transit of the fuels is slowed. The slower transit of the fuels leads to more complete combustion. This slower combustion cycle, in turn, promotes more complete burning, which permits burner-reactor 100 to use any combination of gaseous and liquid fuels. Lower quality fuels, such as glycine, waste oil, or combinations of the two, can be substituted for fuels that typically burn cleaner, such as industrial fuel oil (IFO) 380 or biodiesel. In addition, fewer emissions are generated, thus resulting in more environmentally friendly heat generation. Residues and maintenance problems are reduced or eliminated, and steady reliable heat can be generated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 - Comparative Savings in USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodiesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFO 380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerin and Soy oil 50/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy oil and Wasted oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane/Butane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerin and Waste oil 50/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste oil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0029] Experimental data of output obtained by the triple vortex burner of the present disclosure is shown in Table 1 above. Table 1 shows the cost per Kilowat/ hour of thermal power obtained from the internal combustion of glycine and/or waste oil from engines, which is reduced from 28% to 66% compared to the cheapest industrial fossil fuel (i.e., industrial fuel oil (IFO) 380).

[0030] The above described embodiments and related experimental data provide examples of the inventive concepts of the present disclosure, limited by the scope of the appended claims. Alternative examples include modification of the vacuum chamber and regulating valves in order to introduce solid fuels into the primary combustion chamber instead or, in addition to, the disclosed gaseous fuels. For example, adaptation can be performed to supply carbon powder or the like from the vacuum side of the combustion chamber. This solid fuel can be mixed with gaseous and/or liquid fuels to provide a different mixture of fuels in this example.
1. A triple-vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor (100) comprising:

- an intake manifold (150), including a vacuum chamber (620), a compressed air nozzle inlet (630) into the vacuum chamber (620), a compressed air nozzle (640) entering into the vacuum chamber (620) through the compressed air nozzle inlet (630), and an ejector outlet, wherein the intake manifold (150) is configured to supply a gaseous fuel to a primary combustion chamber (110);
- the primary combustion chamber (110) having a cylindrical exterior (210) and having a conical interior (220), the conical interior (220) having a first end (222) with a smaller diameter and a second end (224) with a larger diameter, the first end (222) of the conical interior (220) being connected to the intake manifold (150), the conical interior (220) further including a first set of directing blades (240);
- a reduction nozzle (120) connected to the second end (224) of the conical interior (220) of the primary combustion chamber (110), the reduction nozzle (120) having a frustoconical first portion (410) with a larger diameter connected to the primary combustion chamber (110) and having a cylindrical second portion (420) that extends from a smaller diameter of the frustoconical first portion (410);
- injectors (140) perpendicular to the frustoconical first portion (410) of the reduction nozzle (120) configured to inject liquid fuel into the primary combustion chamber (110); and
- a cylindrical secondary combustion chamber (130) having a second set of directing blades (530) configured to direct air into the secondary combustion chamber (130), wherein the smaller diameter of the primary combustion chamber (110) at its first end (222), the larger diameter of the primary combustion chamber (110) at its second end (224) and the first set of directing blades (240) form three vortices of fuel in order to sustain rotation of the fuel to the exterior of the burner-reactor (100) and slow transit of the fuels to allow for complete combustion.

2. The triple-vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor (100) of claim 1, wherein the compressed air nozzle (640) is configured to blow compressed air into the core of a flame of the primary combustion chamber (110) by way of the intake manifold (150).

3. The triple-vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor (100) of claim 1, wherein the injectors (140) are configured to inject the liquid fuel into the primary combustion chamber (110) in a direction opposite to the rotation of the gaseous fuel, being said direction of rotation of the gaseous fuel the third vortex formed by the first set of directing blades either clockwise or counter-clockwise with respect to the conical interior (220) of the primary combustion chamber (110).

4. The triple-vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor (100) of claim 1, wherein the gaseous fuel is natural gas, a water byproduct of water electrolysis (HHO), or combinations thereof.

5. The triple-vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor (100) of claim 1, wherein the liquid fuel is waste oil, Glycerin, soy oil, industrial fuel oil (IFO), or combinations thereof.

6. A method of efficiently burning mixed fuels in a triple-vortex mixed-fuel vacuum burner-reactor (100) according to any of claims 1 to 5, the method comprising:

- creating vacuum conditions in the conical primary combustion chamber (110) by ejecting air through the intake manifold (150) connected to the conical primary combustion chamber (110) chamber;
- introducing fuels into the conical primary combustion chamber (110) through the intake manifold (150), such that the smaller diameter of the primary combustion chamber (110) at its first end (222) and the larger diameter of the primary combustion chamber (110) at its second end (224) form two vortices of a first set of fuels and outlet gases;
- passing the first set of fuels over the first set of directing blades (240) in the conical primary combustion chamber (110) to form a third vortex, the three vortices sustaining rotation through the conical combustion chamber (110) and the secondary combustion chamber (130) to the exterior of the burner-reactor (100); and
- injecting by means of the injectors (140) a second set of fuels into the conical primary combustion chamber (110) in a direction opposite to a direction of rotation of the first set of fuels.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the first set of fuels are gaseous fuels and the second set of fuels are liquid fuels.
8. The method of claim 6 further comprising introducing air into the secondary combustion chamber (130) through the second set of directing blades (530) of a secondary air inlet.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Dreifachwirbel-Mischbrennstoff-Vakuumbrenner (100), umfassend:

   einen Einlasskrümmer (150), mit einer Vakuumkammer (620), einen Druckluftdüsen einlass (630) in die Vaku umkammer (620), eine Druckluftdüse (640), die durch den Druckluftdüsen einlass (630) in die Vakuumkammer (620) eintritt, und einen Ejektorauslass, wobei der Einlasskrümmer (150) dazu konfiguriert ist, einen gasförmigen Brennstoff in eine primäre Brennkammer (110) zu leiten; wobei die primäre Brennkammer (110) eine zylindrische Außenseite (210) und eine konische Innenseite (220) aufweist, wobei die konische Innenseite (220) ein erstes Ende (222) mit einem kleineren Durchmesser und ein zweites Ende (224) mit einem größeren Durchmesser aufweist, wobei das erste Ende (222) der konischen Innenseite (220) mit dem Einlasskrümmer (150) verbunden ist, die konische Innenseite (220) des Weiteren einen ersten Satz aus Leitschaufeln (240) aufweist; eine Reduzierdüse (120), die mit dem zweiten Ende (224) der konischen Innenseite (220) der primären Brennkammer (110) verbunden ist, wobei die Reduzierdüse (120) einen kegelstumpfförmigen ersten Abschnitt (410) mit einem größeren Durchmesser aufweist, der mit der primären Brennkammer (110) verbunden ist und einen zylindrischen zweiten Abschnitt (420) aufweist, der sich von einem kleineren Durchmesser des kegelstumpfförmigen ersten Abschnitts (410) erstreckt; Einspritzdüsen (140), die lotrecht zu dem kegelstumpfförmigen ersten Abschnitt (410) der Reduzierdüse (120) angeordnet und dazu konfiguriert sind, flüssigen Brennstoff in die primäre Brennkammer (110) einzuspritzen; und eine zylindrische sekundäre Brennkammer (130) mit einem zweiten Satz aus Leitschaufeln (530), die dazu konfiguriert sind, Luft in die sekundäre Brennkammer (130) zu leiten, wobei der kleinere Durchmesser der primären Brennkammer (110) an dem ersten Ende (222), der größere Durchmesser der primären Brennkammer (110) an dem zweiten Ende (224) und der erste Satz aus Leitschaufeln (240) drei Brennstoffwirbel bilden, um die Rotation des Brennstoffs zur Außenseite des Brenners (100) aufrecht zu erhalten und den Durchgang der Brennstoffe zu verlangsamen, um eine vollständige Verbrennung zu ermöglichen.

2. Dreifachwirbel-Mischbrennstoff-Vakuumbrenner (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Druckluftdüse (640) dazu konfiguriert ist, Druckluft in den Kern einer Flamme der primären Brennkammer (110) mithilfe des Einlasskrümmers (150) zu blasen.

3. Dreifachwirbel-Mischbrennstoff-Vakuumbrenner (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Einspritzdüsen (140) dazu konfiguriert sind, den flüssigen Brennstoff in die primäre Brennkammer (110) in einer Richtung entgegen der Drehung des gasförmigen Brennstoffs einzuspritzen, bei der es sich um die Drehrichtung des gasförmigen Brennstoffs handelt, wobei der dritte Wirbel durch den ersten Satz von Leitschaufeln entweder im Uhrzeigersinn oder gegen den Uhrzeigersinn bezüglich der konischen Innenseite (220) der primären Brennkammer (110) geformt wird.

4. Dreifachwirbel-Mischbrennstoff-Vakuumbrenner (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der gasförmige Brennstoff ein Erdgas ist, ein Wasserelektrolyse (H2O) oder Kombinationen daraus.

5. Dreifachwirbel-Mischbrennstoff-Vakuumbrenner (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der flüssige Brennstoff AlköI ist, Glycerin, Sojaöl, Schweröl (IFO) oder Kombinationen daraus.

6. Verfahren zur effizienten Verbrennung von Mischbrennstoffen in einem Dreifachwirbel-Mischbrennstoff-Vakuumbrenner (100) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

   Erzeugen von Vakuumbedingungen in der konischen primären Brennkammer (110) durch Ausstoßen von Luft durch den Einlasskrümmer (150), der mit der konischen primären Brennkammer (110) verbunden ist; Einleiten von Brennstoffen in die konische primäre Brennkammer (110) durch den Einlasskrümmer (150), so dass der kleinere Durchmesser der primären Brennkammer (110) an dem ersten Ende (222) und der größere Durchmesser der primären Brennkammer (110) an dem zweiten Ende (224) zwei Wirbel aus einem ersten Satz von Brennstoffen und Austrittsgasen bilden; Leiten des ersten Satzes aus Brennstoffen über den ersten Satz aus Leitschaufeln (240) in der konischen
primären Brennkammer (110), um einen dritten Wirbel zu bilden, wobei die drei Wirbel eine Drehung durch die konische Brennkammer (110) und die sekundäre Brennkammer (130) zur Außenseite des Brenners (100) aufrechterhalten; und
Einspritzten, mithilfe der Einspritzdüsen (140), eines zweiten Satzes aus Brennstoffen in die konische primäre Brennkammer (110) in einer Richtung entgegengesetzt zu einer Drehrichtung des ersten Satzes aus Brennstoffen.


8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, dessen Weiteren umfassend das Einleiten von Luft in die sekundäre Brennkammer (130) durch den zweiten Satz von Leitschaufeln (530) eines sekundären Lufteinlasses.

Revisions

1. Réacteur à brûleur sous vide à combustible mixte et à triple tourbillon (100) comprenant:
   
   une tubulure d'admission (150), comprenant une chambre à vide (620), une entrée de buse d'air comprimé (630) dans la chambre à vide (620), une buse d'air comprimé (640) pénétrant dans la chambre à vide (620) par l’entrée de buse d'air comprimé (630) et une sortie d'éjecteur, dans lequel la tubulure d'admission (150) est configurée pour fournir un combustible gazeux à une chambre de combustion primaire (110), la chambre de combustion primaire (110) ayant un extérieur cylindrique (210) et un intérieur conique (220), l'intérieur conique (220) ayant une première extrémité (222) avec un plus petit diamètre et une seconde extrémité (224) avec un plus grand diamètre, la première extrémité (222) de l'intérieur conique (220) étant reliée à la tubulure d'admission (150), l'intérieur conique (220) comprenant en outre un premier ensemble d'aubes directrices (240),
   
   une buse de réduction (120) reliée à la seconde extrémité (224) de l'intérieur conique (220) de la chambre de combustion primaire (110), la buse de réduction (120) ayant une première partie tronconique (410) avec un plus grand diamètre reliée à la chambre de combustion primaire (110) et ayant une seconde partie cylindrique (420) qui s'étend à partir d'un plus petit diamètre de la première partie tronconique (410), des injecteurs (140) perpendiculaires à la première partie tronconique (410) de la buse de réaction (120), configurés pour injecter le combustible liquide dans la chambre de combustion primaire (110), et une chambre de combustion secondaire cylindrique (130) ayant un second ensemble d'aubes directrices (530) configurées pour diriger de l'air dans la chambre de combustion secondaire (130), dans lequel le plus petit diamètre de la chambre de combustion primaire (110) à sa première extrémité (222), le plus grand diamètre de la chambre de combustion primaire (110) à sa seconde extrémité (224) et le premier ensemble d'aubes directrices (240) forment trois tourbillons de combustible afin d'entretienir une rotation du combustible jusqu'à l'extérieur du réacteur à brûleur (100) et de ralentir un transit des combustibles pour permettre une combustion complète.

2. Réacteur à brûleur sous vide à combustible mixte et à triple tourbillon (100) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la buse d'air comprimé (640) est configurée pour insuffler de l'air comprimé dans le coeur d'une flamme de la chambre de combustion primaire (110) au moyen de la tubulure d'admission (150).

3. Réacteur à brûleur sous vide à combustible mixte et à triple tourbillon (100) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les injecteurs (140) sont configuré pour injecter le combustible liquide dans la chambre de combustion primaire (110) dans un sens opposé à la rotation du combustible gazeux, qui est ledit sens de rotation du combustible gazeux du troisième tourbillon formé par le premier ensemble d'aubes directrices soit dans le sens antihoraire par rapport à l'intérieur conique (220) de la chambre de combustion primaire (110).

4. Réacteur à brûleur sous vide à combustible mixte et à triple tourbillon (100) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le combustible gazeux est du gaz naturel, un sous-produit aqueux de l'électrolyse de l'eau (H2O), ou des combinaisons de ceux-ci.

5. Réacteur à brûleur sous vide à combustible mixte et à triple tourbillon (100) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le combustible liquide est de l'huile usagée, de la glycérine, de l'huile de soja, du fioul industriel (IFO) ou des combinaisons de ceux-ci.
6. Procédé pour brûler efficacement des combustibles mélangés dans un réacteur à brûleur sous vide à combustible mixte et à triple tourbillon (100) selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, le procédé comprenant :

- création de conditions de vide dans la chambre de combustion primaire conique (110) en éjectant de l'air à travers la tubulure d'admission (150) reliée à la chambre de combustion primaire conique (110), introduction des combustibles dans la chambre de combustible primaire conique (110) à travers la tubulure d'admission (150), de telle sorte que le plus petit diamètre de la chambre de combustion primaire (110) à sa première extrémité (222) et le plus grand diamètre de la chambre de combustion primaire (110) à sa seconde extrémité (224) forment deux tourbillons d'un premier ensemble de combustibles et de gaz de sortie, passage du premier ensemble de combustibles sur le premier ensemble d'aubes directrices (240) dans la chambre de combustion primaire conique (110) pour former un troisième tourbillon, les trois tourbillons entretenant une rotation à travers la chambre de combustion conique (110) et la chambre de combustion secondaire (130) jusqu'à l'extérieur du réacteur à brûleur (100) et injection au moyen des injecteurs (140) d'un second ensemble de combustibles dans la chambre de combustion primaire conique (110) dans un sens opposé à un sens de rotation du premier ensemble de combustibles.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le premier ensemble de combustibles sont des combustibles gazeux et le second ensemble de combustibles sont des combustibles liquides.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en outre l'introduction d'air dans la chambre de combustion secondaire (130) à travers le second ensemble d'aubes directrices (530) d'une seconde entrée d'air.
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